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»Recollection Taxonomy HK01 – Taxonomie der Erinnerung HK01«

Taxonomy, from Greek »táxis – order« and »nómos – law«, the scientific classification of objects and events in abstract 
groups. In the domain of natural science the term generally is used for hierarchical structuralized classifications.

The work consists of three phases.

Phase 01: Expedition to Hong Kong, collection of events, objects and experiences in the form of a photographic collec-
tion of different specimen. 
This happened with the use of quasi-scientific collecting- and measuring-methods. Each sample got assigned to spe-
cific time- and location-information, as the accurate degree of longitude and latitude. In the time of eight weeks over 
3.500 specimen has been taken.

Phase 02: Integration of the data in a database system, classifying of the samples. 
Strict allocation of the specimen within a specially developed, hierarchical, very subjective and arbitrary classification 
system. Combination of further data from external public databases. The use of the database structure made it possible 
to illustrate the connections and interferences of the categories (classes), as links in the background.

Phase 03: Evaluation.
Development of the work‘s final form:
10 volumes with 3.230 sample-photos + data record, in strict order to the particular taxonomy.
1 light box with wooden grid, 176 sample-photos out of the 100 categories of the classification system.

Whereas the information in the first phase was taken in a filtered way, in the second phase there follows the further 
processing as an interpretation of the memories. The third phase contains the development of the static form, out of the 
present data.

»RTHK01« (volumes) 2008, FSC-mahogany, clothbound books, gold foil, H 31 x W 66 x D 27 cm





Right: »RTHK01« (light-box) 2008, FSC-mahogany, lambda print, laser print, H 93 x W 175 x D 19.5 cm





»pedetentim«

2009, acrylic glass, gold leaf
H 73,5 cm x W 536 cm x D 2,3 cm

The work consist of six engraved acrylic glass triangles, looking on the first sight like set squares 
used in geometry classes in Germany. The triangles are arranged in a row upside down against each 
other. The sine wave the triangles form are coated in gold leaf. The wavelength of the sine wave is 
the artists step length of one full stride, the measure from the position of the heel when it is raised 
from the ground to the point the same heel is set down again at the end of the step. The size and 
the scale of the set squares so evolves both from this body dimension.





»homo ad terra circulum«

2009, acrylic glass, gold leaf
H 213 cm x W 213 cm x D 2.3 cm

The work consists of eight engraved acrylic glass triangles, looking on the first sight like set squares 
used in geometry classes in Germany, and are arranged in a circle. The sections of the circular ring 
the triangles form are coated in gold leaf. The diameter of the imaginary outer circle which connects 
the outside tips of the triangles results from the body height of the artist with his arms outstretched 
upwards. The size and the scale of the set squares evolves from this body dimension.





»31 423 695 080 m«

2009, Ink and gold leaf on paper, wood, rubber bands, iron wire, nylon cord
H 86 x W 125 cm

Wall chart showing a drawing of a set square like the ones used in geometry classes in Germany. 
There are no numbers displayed. The semi-circle normaly used to measure angles is made of 
gold leaf. The title refers to the distance of the work to the sun on May 16th 2009, 7 pm CEST (the 
first time it was exhibited), using its own scale (1 m (Beinroth) = 4,814 m).





»25 328 584 533 m«

2009, acrylic glass, gold leaf
H 105 cm x W 95 cm x D 2,3 cm

The work consist of two engraved acrylic glass triangles, looking like set squares used in 
geometry classes in Germany. The sections of the circular ring the two triangles form are 
coated in gold leaf. The title »25 328 584 533 m« refers to the distance of the work to the 
sun on July 23rd 2009, 6 pm CEST, using its own scale.





»Freeze!« Ice-guns

2003– , water, black ink
In cooperation with Florian Jenett

Over a period of several hours Valentin Beinroth and Florian Jenett placed about 50 replicas of handguns in downtown Frankfurt. The guns 
were made from tinted frozen water, making them look real on first sight. With these the two created realistic situations, leaving the replicas 
behind as if they have been lost or dumped. The performance was stopped by the police.









»Freeze! revisited«

2009, water, flavour (coke, black currant, licorice, cherry), food coloring, counter top freezer
In cooperation with Florian Jenett.

This is a revision of the »Freeze!« projekt from 2003.
Eatable ice guns were handed out to visitors of the exhibition.





»Libellen«

Spirit level paintings

The paintings of the series »Libellen« show a piece of the measuring 
device which is used in spirit levels. This device consists of a glass 
tube which is incompletely filled with a liquid leaving a bubble in the 
tube. This bubble indicates whether the surface is level. In German 
this device is called »Libelle« presumably from the Latin word »libra – 
scale.« »Libelle« is also the German word for »dragonfly.«

Depending on the angle given by the position of the bubble in the 
painting the paintings have to be placed on the wall.



»1° 17' 20"«, »1° 43' 6"«, »1° 34' 30"« 2004, acrylic on canvas H 45 x W 200 x D 5 cm



Right: »Dosenlibelle 01« 2006, acrylic and adhesive foil on wood 
Diameter 40 x H 3 cm

Out of the 11 parted series »Libellen« 2005, acrylic and adhesive foil on wood 
H 40 x W 10 x D 3 cm





»Libellen«

Light-objects

Spirit level light-objects made from emergency exit signs. Similar to the spirit 
level paintings, the image of the bubble on the light-object dictate the correct 
angle the object is to be placed on the wall.

»Libelle L02« 2004, lambda-print on back-lit box, H 5 x W 18 x D 6 cm



»Libelle L03-06« 2004 Lambda-print on back-lit box 
H 9 x W 36 x D 9 cm each



»Schmetterlinge«

The series »Schmetterlinge« (Butterflies) consists of 22 circuit boards. 
The fine drawings of the butterflies are made of copper traces which 
remain after the etching with acid. These traces are normally the 
current-carrying circuits of electronic devices. The production of these 
butterfly-circuit-boards followed the same process as that of conven-
tional circuit boards. The numerical code which normally labels the 
electronic components on circuit boards is used here to name the but-
terflies. The circuit boards are arranged in insect-showcases and are 
attached with insect pins.

Detail from »Schmetterlinge 19« 2004, insect-showcase, copper on 
circuit board, silk-screen printed, insect-pins H 25 x W 35 x D 6 cm





»Schmetterlinge 09, 14, 16 and 18« 2004, insect-showcase, copper on circuit board, silk-screen printed, insect-pins, H 25 x W 35 x D 6 cm



»Schmetterlinge 1.1 + 3.1« 2003, insect-showcase, copper on circuit board, 
silk-screen printed, insect-pins, H 50.5 x W 50.5 x D 6 cm



»Schmetterlinge 01 + 02« 2003, standing, wooden, backlit show-
case, copper on circuit board, silk-screen printed, insect-pins 
H 105 x W 50 x D 50 cm





»NOSW - Nicht Ohne Seife Waschen«

2005, steel, enamel paint, adhesive foil

This work consists of 50 metal signboards placed on several walls in 
downtown Frankfurt. The displayed compass roses show the alignment 
of the walls in relation to the direction of the magnetic north. The signs 
were attached in a way that on first sight they could be mistaken as an 
official measurement-signboard.

The title refers to an German mnemonic trick to learn the four cardinal 
degrees.





»350° NzW (MAK Frankfurt)« out of the series »NOSW« 2006, acrylic on canvas, H 80 x W 100 cm

»NOSW - Paintings«

2006–

Series of paintings custom-made for the walls they are hanging on.
The displayed compass roses show the alignment of the walls in 
relation to the direction of the magnetic north. 





»you are here«

2006, enamel paint on surveillance mirror 
75 cm in diameter

Overhead installed surveillance mirror 
with the painted words »you are here« on 
the front side.
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Mathematical description of the 
»Golden Section«

M/m=(1+√5)/2

Geometrical construction of the 
»Golden Section«

|AS| = |AD| / 2

»Eulcleides«

2003, cotton
H 120 x W 74.2 cm

This Work was done end of 2003 for 
the group exhibition »Emporter des 
femmes à Paris« which took place at 
Goethe-Institute Athens / Greece in 
January 2004. All works of the par-
ticipating Artists are about the saying 
»Eulen nach Athen tragen« roughly 
translated as »to carry owls to Ath-
ens«, idiomatic for doing something 
completely useless. This is similar to 
the English idiom »to carry coals to 
Newcastle.«

All the proportions of the flags design 
are in the ratio of the »golden sec-
tion« and he colours are similar to 
the colours of the Greek flag. The first 
person who exactly explained the also 
called »golden ratio« was the Greek 
mathematician »Euklid of Alexandria« 
(in Greek »Eukleides«).
The title of the work is the combination 
of his name and the German name of 
the displayed nocturnal bird of prey.





»Tupperseufzer - Tupper-Whisper«

2006, Tupperware-lids, oak wood, steel
H 75 x W 150 x D 20 cm

This work shows a three-dimensional image of the so called »Tupper-Burb.«

The »Tupper-Burp« or »Tupper-Whisper« is the sound of the escaping air which 
streams out if you press the lid while shutting a Tupperware container. It is probably 
the best-kown demonstration of the airtight tupper-seal on Tupperware-parties.
 
Reproduced only with the different diameter-sized tupperware-lids, this work shows 
the soundwave of this noise like seen in a waveform diagram.

Rough waveform display of a Tupper-Burb.





»Mimesis«

Work done on / in an old circus trailer at the  
Offenbach harbour.

As Mimese is imitation to outsmart enemies, the 
trailer was prepared with the Red Cross emblem, 
an international protective sign. It is used to mark 
all persons and objects under the protection of 
the four Geneva Conventions. (Don‘t attack!). 
->Zoomimese: Imitation of non-prey-animals.

Inside there were shown six showcases with bird-
mimics, imitating warplanes of different countries 
through roundels on their wings. (roundel: mili-
tary used emblem to show the nationality)
-> Mimicry: Imitation of dangerous, poisonous or 
uneatable species. 

»Zoomimese - Daisy« 2005, adhesive foil on circus trailer



Six parted »Mimesis« series, 2005, left to right: »Sweden«, »Taiwan«, »Malaysia«, »Albania«, »Finland«, »Thailand«
insect-showcase, styropor toy plane, inkjet-print, insect-pins, H 25 x W 35 x D 6 cm each



»Taxon«

12-parted series »Taxon«, 2007 
embossed bütten-paper, gold foil
H 21 x W 21 cm

Series of bütten-paper embossed with aerial parts of 
plants, showing the relief of the »Urvogel« Archaeopteryx 
as seen in fossils. The »Urvogel« rests within a a golden 
frame and is specified by a golden only label.

»Taxon 01« 2007, embossed bütten-paper, gold foil, H 21 x W 21 cm





»Wir verkaufen unsere Jugend«

1998, Folding-Bike-Stunt-Show / Klapprad-Stunt-Show
In cooperation with Malte Tinnus and Tobias Zöllkau.

20 minutes performance at the 3-day art event Arosa Terrace Club in Frankfurt/Germany in 
which the three artists poseing as stuntmen on their old 70s folding bikes. The parking place 
behind the art scene was changed to an racing/stunt area with signs, old tires, straw bales 
and a flaming »killer ramp« to jump over a car. The show was announced as stunt show, but 
the artists performed without actually doing any real stunt. A major part of the performance 
were fake safety measures before and during the stunt show which ended after three failed 
attempts to jump over the car.





Valentin Beinroth

1974 born in Stuttgar t, Germany
1998 co-founder kunstverein »Phase 4«
1998 co-founder music project »superpop«
1999 co-founder »saasfee« (www.saasfee.de)
2001 co-founder »212 Magazine« (www.no212.com)
2000-2008 studied at the Academy of Ar t and Design Offenbach /
Hochschule für Gestaltung Offenbach am Main, Prof. Heiner Blum and
Alex Oppermann, graduation in f ine ar ts

2009 Rudi-Seitz-Ar t-Award



Selected group- (g) and solo-exhibitions (s):

2009
»Phasenverschiebung« Beinroth / Jenett / Kliem / Weber, 
saasfee*artspace , Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Sommerschau der Studios 2009« basis, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Poor Services 2« La Générale en Manufacture, Sèvres/Paris/France (g)
»Verdichtet« Frankfurter KunstBlock, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Rudi-Seitz-Art-Award« AusstellungsHalle Schulstraße 1A,  
Frankfurt am Main (s)
»news« Gallerie Hühsam, Offenbach am Main (g)
»Ordines Naturales« subrosa gallery, Frankfurt am Main (s)

2008
»Diploma Show« Academy of Art and Design Offenbach (g)
»Sommerschau der Studios 2008« basis, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»tease art fair 08« Netzwerk Offenbach, RheinTriadem, Cologne (g) (cat.)
»2.10m« public space project, New York/USA and Paris/France

2007
»Berliner Kunstsalon« Netzwerk Offenbach, Berlin (g)
»tease art fair« Netzwerk Offenbach, RheinTriadem, Cologne (g) (cat.)
»2.10m« public space project, Hong Kong/China

2006
»2.10m« public space project, downtown Frankfurt am Main
»Paperworld« Messe Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»bushido« Koblenzer Straße 9, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Translations« Estrel CC, Berlin (g)

2005
»Junge Kunst mit Zukunft« art-auction, MAK Frankfurt am Main
»Die Stadt als sozialer Raum« Frankensteiner Hof, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Mimesis« Hafen2, Offenbach am Main, (s)

2004
»Junge Kunst mit Zukunft« art-auction, MAK Frankfurt am Main
»Emporter des femmes à Paris« Goethe-Institut Athens/Greece (cat.)
»Emporter des femmes à Paris« Frankensteinerhof, Frankfurt am Main (g) 
»18µm - Lepidoptera vs. Odonata« Fahrradhalle, Offenbach am Main, (s)

2003
»Junge Kunst mit Zukunft«, art-auction, Altes Hauptzollamt Frankfurt 
»Kunstpositionen 03/04« Hypothekenbank Rheinboden Frankfurt (g) (cat.)
»Festival Junger Talente 2003« Messe Offenbach am Main (g) (cat.)

2002
»superpop« Overground Festival, Geneva/Switzerland 
»Tier-Laden« exhibition space »Pony«, Frankfurt am Main (g)
»212« exhibition space »Pony«, Frankfurt am Main (g)

2001
»eins« Heyne-Fabrik, Offenbach am Main (g)
»superpop« ZKM Karlsruhe (g)

2000
»La Beauté« Avignon/France (g)
»sp-scape« expo 2000, Scape, Hannover (g)

1999
»p4-3?« exhibition space »Haus«, Kassel (g)
»superpop« Frankfurter Kunstverein (g)
»superpop« Robert Johnson Club, Offenbach am Main

1998
»Street Level« Dresden (g)
»Arosa Terrace Club« Frankfurt am Main (g)
»Phase 4« Künstlerhaus Stuttgart (g)
»Starter« Frankfurter Kunstverein (g)




